September, 2020

Subject: opponent review
Dear Sir, / Dear Madam,
On behalf of the head of Dept of Animal Physiology and Immunology of the Department of Experimental
Biology, Faculty of Science MUNI, I would like to ask you to kindly work up the Opponent review of the
attached student Thesis (for Bachelor or Master degree). The review is brief and designed as a form
with only a short commentary. The form may be downloaded from:
http://www.sci.muni.cz/ofiz/vyuka/informace-pro-vedouci-a-oponenty/. We ask you kindly to provide
reasoned and objective assessment of the structure and content of the work. Please, mention strong
and weak points of the Thesis in your commentary.
Your review should namely be focused on the abilities of the student to work with scientific findings and
resources and the students own research work. In the case of Bachelor Thesis, please, evaluate the
quality, structure, language and originality of the literary recherche of the assigned topic. The student’s
own discussion and interpretations should show the ability to understand the recent state of the topic.
Supplementary experimental part (if it is included) is not the object of your evaluation. In the case of
Diploma Thesis, please, evaluate aims, hypotheses and experimental work, quality of data evaluation
and discussion of results.
When scoring the items in the form, please, use grades A-F where an average work should be rated by
C grade, not A grade. A grade is reserved for truly excellent works. B grade is appropriate for very good
works yet suffering from several formal errors or isolated fundamental shortcoming. F grade is reserved
for unacceptable fouls.
Aside of the form, we ask you kindly to add a short commentary (minimally 100-150 words). Here you
have the room to comment your particular items scoring and ask several (usually 3-5) questions aiming
at arbitrary aspect of the work. Student is supposed to answer them within his/her defense.
Please send your signed review to Helena Nejezchlebová, Ph.D. (helanej@sci.muni.cz) at least five
days before the date of the defense.
We really appreciate your time and I do thank you for your will to assess the Thesis.
Many thanks and best regards,
Martin Vácha, Ph.D.
Guarantor of the study program

